Artificial neural networks (ANNs) for differential diagnosis of interstitial lung disease: results of a simulation test with actual clinical cases.
To evaluate the performance of an artificial neural network (ANN) scheme with use of consecutive clinical cases and its effect on radiologists with an observer test. Artificial neural networks were designed to distinguish among 11 interstitial lung diseases on the basis of 26 inputs (16 radiologic findings, 10 clinical parameters). Chest radiographs of 96 consecutive cases with interstitial lung disease were used. Five radiologists independently rated their radiologic findings on the 96 chest radiographs. Based on their ratings of radiologic findings and clinical parameters obtained from the hospital information system, the output values indicating the likelihood of each of the 11 interstitial lung diseases were determined. Subsequently, 30 cases were selected from these 96 cases for an observer test. Five radiologists marked their confidence levels for diagnosis of 11 possible diseases in each case without and with ANN output. The performance of ANNs and radiologists was evaluated by receiver operating characteristic analysis based on their outputs and on confidence levels, respectively. RESULTS; The average Az value (area under the receiver operating characteristic curve) indicating ANN performance for the 96 consecutive cases was 0.85 +/- 0.03. The average Az values indicating radiologists' performance without and with ANN outputs were 0.81 +/- 0.11 and 0.87 +/- 0.06, respectively. The diagnostic accuracy was improved significantly when radiologists read chest radiographs with ANN outputs (P < .05). Artificial neural networks for differential diagnosis of interstitial lung disease may be useful in clinical situations, and radiologists may be able to utilize the ANN output to their advantage in the differential diagnosis of interstitial lung disease on chest radiographs.